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ABSTRACT

Semi-natural grasslands are important biodiversity hotspots, but increasingly degraded by intensive agriculture. Grassland restoration is considered to be promising in halting the ongoing loss of biodiversity, but this evaluation is mostly based on plant-communities. Insect herbivores contribute substantially to grassland biodiversity and to the provisioning of a variety of ecosystem functions. However, it is unclear how they respond to different measures, which are commonly used to restore semi-natural grasslands from intensively used agricultural land. We studied the long-term success of different restoration techniques, which were originally targeted at re-establishing semi-natural grassland plant communities, for herbivorous insect communities on taxonomic as well as functional level. Therefore, we sampled insect communities 22 years after the establishment of restoration measures. These measures ranged from harvest and removal of biomass to removal of the topsoil layer and subsequent seeding of plant propagules. We found that insect communities in restored grasslands had higher taxonomic and functional diversity compared to intensively managed agricultural grasslands and were more similar in composition to target grasslands. Restoration measures including topsoil removal proved to be more effective, in particular in restoring species characterized by functional traits susceptible to intensive agriculture (e.g., large-bodied species). Our study shows that long-term success in the restoration of herbivorous insect communities of semi-natural grasslands can be achieved by different restoration measures and that more invasive approaches that involve the removal of the topsoil layer are more effective. We attribute these restoration successes to accompanying changes in the plant community, resulting in bottom-up control of the herbivore community. Our results are of critical importance for management decisions aiming to restore multi-trophic communities, their functional composition and consequently the proliferation of ecosystem functions.
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INTRODUCTION

Biodiversity is decreasing at an alarming rate worldwide with land-use intensification and associated habitat loss being the major drivers of this decline (Sala et al. 2000, Newbold et al. 2015). In Central Europe, semi-natural grasslands are important biodiversity hotspots, but their unique and diverse plant and animal communities are increasingly under threat (Török and Dengler 2018). Mostly, intensified agricultural practices such as the use of synthetic fertilizer, frequent plowing with subsequent seeding of standardized plant species-poor seed mixtures and intensive mowing or grazing (e.g., Temme and Verburg 2011) hamper biodiversity and lead to biotic homogenization across multi-trophic groups of organism at different spatial scales (Manning et al. 2015, Gossner et al. 2016). The decline in insect biomass and diversity is an example of apparent loss of higher-trophic biodiversity that is currently intensively discussed (Habel et al. 2016, Hallmann et al. 2017, Seibold et al. 2019, Sánchez-Bayo and Wyckhuys 2019). Halting this ongoing loss has become a political and societal mandate (IPBES 2019). To achieve this, strategies and programs, such as agri-environmental schemes, have been developed. Because most semi-natural grasslands in Central Europe were lost in the recent decades (Gimmi et al. 2011, Gattlen et al. 2017), additional restoration projects using different methods, such as reintroduction of grazing (“rewilding”), harvest and removal of biomass or removal of the topsoil layer, were implemented on various occasions (Marrs et al. 1998, Kiehl and Pfadenhauer 2007, Frouz et al. 2009, Resch et al. 2019). Topsoil removal is a reliable tool to reduce both high nutrient amounts in soils and the concomitant competitive advantage of non-target plant species over target species (Verhagen et al. 2001, Allison and Ausden 2004, Power et al. 2006).

Insects contribute substantially to the diversity of semi-natural grasslands, are important drivers of energy and nutrient cycling and serve as major food source for tertiary consumers such as bats, birds and small mammals. A recent study on multifunctionality in Central European grasslands showed, for example, that insect herbivores were the most important drivers of ecosystem functioning among nine studied plant and animal trophic groups (Soliveres et al. 2016). A variety of studies investigated the success of restoration measures for insect communities. For example, many studies have assessed how low-impact grassland management (no fertilization, removal of biomass; e.g., Nickel and Achtziger 2005, Karg et al. 2015), reintroduction of grazing (e.g., WallisDeVries and Raemakers 2001, Öckinger et al. 2006), or sowing of plant propagules from target communities in
agricultural land (e.g., Woodcock et al. 2010, 2012, Rowe and Holland 2013) affect the success of insect community restoration. In addition, it has been stressed that the landscape context is crucial for the outcome of restoration measures (e.g., Woodcock et al. 2010, Zirbel et al. 2019). However, these assessments (i) did not consider more invasive restoration measures, such as topsoil removal, that may impact the long-term recovery of insect communities and (ii) normally focused only on the taxonomic dimension of insect communities and did not consider functional approaches (but see Verhagen et al. 2008). It therefore remains unclear whether the insect community’s composition and functional breadth can be re-established with different restoration regimes.

The functional role of species in an ecosystem is mediated by their functional traits. A functional perspective using trait-based approaches is thus a step forward in understanding human impacts on insect community assembly and allows to obtain more general results (McGill et al. 2006). Consequently, such an approach is expedient to explore whether the functional composition of communities can be restored. In general, species need to overcome several filters before establishing on a restored grassland site (Keddy 1992). Specifically, dispersal filters determine which species reach a site whereas biotic and abiotic filters determine which species establish given a particular environmental setting and the presence of other organisms (Belyea and Lancaster 1999). In grasslands, intensified agriculture at local and landscape scale has been shown to act as a filter selecting against large-bodied species and habitat specialists with restricted dispersal capacities during community assembly (Ribera et al. 2001, Rader et al. 2014, Gámez-Virués et al. 2015, Simons et al. 2016, Neff et al. 2019). Consequently, trait combinations that suffer most from intensified land use might be particularly difficult to restore (e.g., Woodcock et al. 2012). Moreover, depending on the species that arrive first, different trajectories of the development of species assembly may result (i.e. priority effects; e.g. Young et al. 2005), leaving it unclear whether restoration measures will lead to a similar functional state of the communities after a particular time.

In this study, we evaluated the long-term success of different restoration measures in re-establishing taxonomic and functional diversity and composition of insect herbivore communities. We used the unique opportunity of a large-scale restoration project established 22 years ago, in which the success of three different restoration measures (harvest of biomass only; topsoil removal; topsoil removal with addition of plant propagules) in restoring semi-natural grassland plant communities
from intensively managed agricultural land was evaluated (Resch et al. 2019). As in other study systems (Kiehl et al. 2010), measures involving topsoil removal proved to be most effective in restoring species-rich plant communities (Resch et al. 2019), as they successfully reduce excessive soil nutrients. Here, we assessed herbivorous insect communities in intensively managed grasslands (i.e., initial state), in grasslands under the three aforementioned restoration measures, as well as in remnants of semi-natural grasslands (i.e., target state). We hypothesized that 22 years after restoration (1) taxonomic and functional diversity as well as composition of herbivorous insect communities of all restoration measures developed towards the target state; (2) more invasive restoration measures would be more successful in restoring the target state insect communities (Harvest only < Topsoil < Topsoil + Propagules), following trends found for plant communities; and (3) insect species with trait characteristics and trait combinations that respond negatively to land-use intensification were successfully restored, but success would depend on the applied restoration measure (Harvest only < Topsoil < Topsoil + Propagules; see Appendix S1: Tables S2 and S3 for detailed hypotheses).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study site**

The study area was situated within and nearby to Eigental nature reserve (47°27’36” to 47°29’06” N, 8°37’12” to 8°37’44” E, 461 to 507 m a.s.l.) in the vicinity of Zurich airport (Canton Zurich, Switzerland). Mean annual precipitation and temperature is 903 ± 136 mm and 9.14°C ± 0.50°C (mean ± SD for 2007-2017 (MeteoSchweiz 2018)). In 1967, the Eigental nature reserve was established to protect small and isolated remnants of species-rich, semi-natural grasslands (roughly 12 ha), which were embedded in an otherwise intensively managed landscape. It is characterized by oligo- to mesotrophic Molinion (semi-wet, matrix species *Molinia caerulea*) and Mesobromion (semi-dry, matrix species *Bromus erectus*) meadows (Delarze et al. 2015), reflecting small-scale habitat heterogeneity, mainly due to site-specific groundwater levels and slope inclination. As in most Central European grasslands, management is necessary to prevent shrub and tree invasions as well as to secure low levels of available soil nutrients and thus to maintain these species-rich habitats (Poschlod and WallisDeVries 2002).
In 1990, the government of the Canton Zurich decided to enlarge the Eigental nature reserve as a counter measure against degradation and biodiversity loss in semi-natural grasslands due to overutilization and the excessive input of nutrients (mostly nitrogen). Eleven patches of adjacent intensively managed grassland (in total roughly 20 ha) were targeted to be transformed into semi-natural grasslands (see Appendix S1: Fig. S1 for a detailed map). As a first restoration measure, fertilization was ceased, and biomass harvested three times to remove excessive soil nutrients from the original system and thus benefit plant species with low competitive ability on the long run. In 1995, the restoration efforts were increased and a large-scale experiment comprising three restoration measures with increasing intervention intensities was implemented (see Appendix S1: Table S1 for details):

i. **Harvest only**: Initial restoration measures were continued with mowing and removing of the aboveground biomass two times a year (early summer and autumn).

ii. **Topsoil**: Removal of topsoil, depending on the thickness of the A horizon the upper 10 to 20 cm, in four randomly selected areas within the eleven patches in late autumn 1995. The size of the restoration area depended on individual patch size (2700 to 7000 m²).

iii. **Topsoil + Propagules**: Plant propagules were added on half of the area where topsoil was removed via application of fresh, seed-containing hay and hand-collected propagules of target species originating from semi-dry and semi-wet species-rich grasslands with local and regional provenance (within radius of 7 to 30 km) (1995, 1996, 1997; for further details see timeline in Appendix S1: Fig. S2, but also Resch et al. 2019).

Management of **Topsoil** and **Topsoil + Propagules** started five years after treatment implementation and included yearly mowing and removing of aboveground biomass (late summer or early autumn, also see Appendix S1: Table S1). The experiment was complemented with intensively managed grassland sites that share the same agricultural history as the restored sites (**Initial**; swards dominated by *Lolium perenne*, *L. multiflorum* and *Trifolium repens*): mowing and subsequent fertilizing (manure) up to five times a year, as well as different tillage regimes (Appendix S1: Table S1). Finally, sites were selected in target semi-dry and semi-wet grasslands (**Target**) located within the Eigental nature reserve and another nature reserve nearby (Altläufe der Glatt; 47°27'41" to 47°28'29" N, 8°31'56" to 8°32'26" E, 418 to 420 m a.s.l.). The selected target sites are mown and aboveground biomass harvested. 
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biomass removed once a year in late summer or early autumn. For each of the five treatments, we
selected eleven plots (5 m × 5 m) spread across the sites. Altogether, the experiment included 55 plots
(Appendix S1: Table S1 and Fig. S1).

**Arthropod sampling**

Aboveground arthropods were sampled using suction sampling on four consecutive days in early July
2017 before the grasslands were mown. This sampling time is ideal to cover a large proportion of our
focal species in the adult stage (see Appendix S1: Fig. S3). Arthropods were sampled in two locations
on each 5 m × 5 m plot, once in the south-western and once in the north-eastern corner to account for
possible spatial heterogeneity within the plots (details in Appendix S1). Because of the small plot
sizes and thus the proximity of sampling plots in some cases, we refrained from repetitive sampling.
Repeated sampling would have probably been impacted by previous sampling efforts, i.e., by the
removal of the juvenile stages. By removing the settled species, the second sampling would likely
have been dominated by more mobile re-immigrants from the surrounding. We additionally tested for
low coverage of species with certain phenologies and analyzed sample completeness (Chao and Jost
2012), and found no indication for biased sampling and high sample coverage values for all
treatments (Appendix S1: Figs. S3-S5). Thus, we are confident that the data presented is highly
robust. The two subsamples per plot were pooled and arthropods were sorted to order or lower
taxonomic levels. Here, we focused on three herbivorous taxa (Hemiptera: Auchenorrhyncha,
Hemiptera: Heteroptera, Orthoptera), which constitute a large part of the insect herbivore community
in semi-natural grasslands (e.g., Neff et al. 2019). Individuals were identified to species level (details
in Appendix S1).

**Functional traits**

We used two sets of functional traits in this study (Appendix S1: Tables S2 and S3). First, we used
eight morphometric traits: body volume, body shape, hind femur shape, hind/front leg ratio, wing
length, leg length, antenna length and eye width. These traits are linked to four different functions,
which potentially determine species’ responses to land use and habitat restoration: dispersal,
disturbance tolerance/avoidance, microhabitat use and resource consumption. Second, we used six
life-history traits, which were based on an existing data set collected by Gossner et al. (2015). We
included traits describing different life-history characteristics of herbivore insect species, namely: feeding specialization, feeding tissue, hibernation stage and number of generations per year, which are related to insect species’ vulnerability to changes in plant community composition, microhabitat use and disturbance tolerance. To represent potential changes in habitat moisture with abandonment of intensive land use (e.g., change in ground-water level), we also included two traits related to preferred habitat moisture of the study species: moisture preference, describing species’ optimum habitat moisture, and moisture range, which describes the species’ range of preferable moisture conditions. Depending on the trait values, life-history traits were encoded nominally, ordinally or numerically. See Appendix S1 (Tables S2 and S3) for details on functional trait measurements.

Statistical analyses
To address our hypotheses (1) and (2), we analyzed differences in the (functional) diversity and composition of the insect herbivore communities between treatments based on attribute diversity and principal coordinate analyses. To address hypothesis (3), we further investigated, which functional traits were changing between communities by using RLQ analyses. To exclude the possibility that the observed patterns are based solely on differences in the relative abundance of the three insect groups, the analyses were performed for the combined data set and for a subset only including auchenorrhynchan species. Separate analyses for the other two groups (Heteroptera, Orthoptera) were not possible because of too low individual numbers per sample. The results for Auchenorrhyncha (see Appendix S1: Tables S10-S11, Figs. S17-23) and for the whole data set were similar and we show the results for all three groups combined in the main text. Due to the clustered study design of the experiment (Appendix S1: Fig. S1) and to account for potential confounding factors, we run a set of linear mixed-effect models and linear models for diversity and composition metrics (Appendix S1 for details). These helped us to be confident that our results were not affected by confounding factors, the nested structure and spatial arrangement of the study plots (Appendix S1: Tables S5-S6, Figs. S6-S8). For this reason, we did not further account for them in the analyses presented within the main text. All analyses were performed in R 3.5.2 (R Core Team 2018).
**Attribute diversity**

To test for differences in both taxonomic and functional diversity of communities between the treatments, we applied a newly developed method that allows to construct functional diversity profiles from species abundances based on so-called attribute diversity. This is a generalization of Hill numbers of order \( q \) (Chao et al. 2014), where \( q \) represents the strength by which common entities are considered and allows to quantify diversity with different weighting of the functional distances between species (Chao et al. 2019). With this approach, we were able to quantify differences in diversity between treatments for a gradient of weighing of functional trait information and a gradient of weighing of common species. The method is based on species pairwise functional dissimilarities, which are truncated at different levels of a threshold distinctiveness value \( \tau \) to weigh large functional dissimilarities differently: at the minimum dissimilarity value \( d_{\text{min}} \), all species are considered equally different (i.e., attribute diversity equals taxonomic species diversity); at the mean dissimilarity value \( d_{\text{mean}} \), functional distances above the mean dissimilarity value are not weighted more strongly in calculation of functional diversity; and at the maximum dissimilarity value \( d_{\text{max}} \), none of the dissimilarity values is truncated, corresponding to classically used functional diversity metrics (e.g., Rao’s Q). Here, our main focus laid on overall differences between treatments. Thus, we determined attribute \( \gamma \)-diversity for each treatment from summed species abundances for different values of \( q \) (\( 0 \leq q \leq 3 \)) and different values of \( \tau \) (\( d_{\text{min}}, d_{\text{mean}}, d_{\text{max}} \)) based on morphometric and life-history traits. Additionally, to test whether changes in \( \gamma \)-diversity are reflected by changes at the plot level, we determined attribute \( \alpha \)-diversity (mean of attribute diversity for single communities) and attribute \( \beta \)-diversity (attribute \( \gamma \)-diversity divided by attribute \( \alpha \)-diversity) for all treatments and trait data sets. All analyses of attribute diversity were based on R code provided by Chao et al. (2019).

We hypothesized that changes in insect herbivore communities follow changes in the plant communities. To test this, we analyzed pathways linking the restoration measures and attribute diversity by using piecewise structural equation modelling (Lefcheck 2016) with a set of parameters describing the environmental condition as well as the vegetation of the plots. Details and results are provided in Appendix S1 (Table S7, Figs. S11-S12).
Community composition

Because the (functional) diversity of the insect communities could be restored without restoring the insect composition of the target community (i.e., promoting a very different but still diverse community), we tested for differences in taxonomic and functional community composition between treatments. We performed principal coordinate analyses (PCoA) on pairwise community dissimilarities between plots. Taxonomic dissimilarity was based on Bray-Curtis distances calculated from species abundances. To calculate functional community dissimilarities, we used the trait probability density (TPD) framework introduced by Carmona et al. (2016), which allows to determine functional dissimilarity metrics based on the overlay of probabilistic multidimensional hypervolumes. Because the framework was developed for a maximum of four trait dimensions, we reduced both the morphometric and the life-history traits to four trait dimensions using ordination techniques in the ‘ade4’ package (Dray et al. 2018). For morphometric traits, we used principal component analyses whereas for life-history traits, we used ordination of mixed quantitative variables and factors. Because the TPD framework allows to incorporate intraspecific trait variability, which is lacking from our data sets, we scaled each ordination trait axis to standard deviation of 1 and species-level hypervolumes were then estimated from the scaled trait values and a fixed standard deviation of 0.5 (Lamanna et al. 2014). From the resulting hypervolumes, pairwise community dissimilarities were calculated. All TPD analyses were performed using the package ‘TPD’ (Carmona 2017).

Based on the community dissimilarities, we performed PCoA using the package ‘ape’ (Paradis et al. 2019) to visualize differences in community composition between treatments. To test for significant treatment effects, we additionally performed permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PerMANOVA) using the package ‘vegan’ (Oksanen et al. 2018) including all five treatments and for all pairwise comparisons between treatments. As for attribute diversity, we tested pathways, through which the restoration measures were affecting the community composition, using piecewise structural equation modelling (Lefcheck 2016). Details and results are provided in Appendix S1 (Table S7, Figs. S11 and S13).

Trait syndromes

To test which traits and trait combinations were affected by the treatments, we used RLQ analysis (Dolédec et al. 1996). This method allows to identify trait syndromes of species sharing similar traits.
and reacting similarly to different treatments. It has the advantage over testing each trait separately in that it accounts for different traits being linked, e.g., through trade-offs or phylogenetic linkage. We included treatment as environmental variable (R table), the species’ morphometric traits or life-history traits as trait variables (Q table) and Hellinger transformed species abundances (L table). Ordinal life-history traits were encoded as numeric variables, because RLQ analysis is not possible for trait data sets including ordinal variables. Based on the three tables, we performed RLQ analysis using the package ‘ade4’ (Dray et al. 2018). From Euclidean distances based on ordination axes 1 and 2, we identified species clusters using Ward’s hierarchical clustering. The optimal number of clusters was determined with the Caliński-Harabasz stopping criterion (Caliński and Harabasz 1974). We restricted the optimal number of clusters to values between two and four for better interpretability of results. Clustering analyses were implemented following Kleyer et al. (2012). Additional to RLQ analysis, we determined community weighted means for all traits and plots with the package ‘FD’ (Laliberté et al. 2014).

RESULTS
The analyses were based on 1063 individuals (mean ± SD: 19.3 ± 18.8 per plot) of 86 species (7.2 ± 3.5), of which 911 (16.6 ± 18.6) were auchenorrhynchans belonging to 57 species (5.3 ± 3.1), 86 (2.2 ± 1.7) were heteropterans belonging to 22 species (1.4 ± 0.8) and 66 (2.0 ± 0.9) were orthopterans belonging to 7 species (1.4 ± 0.6) (see Appendix S1: Table S4 for complete species list).

Attribute diversity
We found significant increases in attribute γ-diversity for all three restoration measures (Harvest only, Topsoil, Topsoil + Propagules) compared to Initial (Fig. 1), but diversity levels were similar between our three restoration measures and Target. This effect was evident for all levels of the distinctiveness threshold τ, indicating that both taxonomic as well as functional diversity of both morphometric and life-history traits have been restored. The shapes of the diversity profiles along the gradient of order q were similar. However, the decrease in attribute diversity with increasing order q tended to be less steep for low values of τ in Target, indicating higher taxonomic evenness in Target compared to the three restoration treatments. Furthermore, there was a tendency towards higher attribute diversity in Topsoil + Propagules compared to Harvest only and Topsoil.
Decomposition of attribute in its $\alpha$-, $\beta$- and $\gamma$-components showed that the effects found for attribute $\gamma$-diversity were reflected by changes in $\alpha$-diversity (Appendix S1: Figs. S14-15). The exception was Harvest only, for which $\alpha$-diversity was similarly low as for Initial, particularly for functional diversity based on morphometric traits. For low $q$-values, also Target showed similarly low levels of $\alpha$-diversity, which was leveled out at higher $q$-levels as indicated by a less steep decrease of the Target diversity profile. These discrepancies between $\alpha$- and $\gamma$-diversity coincide with high levels of $\beta$-diversity in Harvest only and Target (at low $q$).

The structural equation models revealed both direct and indirect pathways that link restoration treatments and attribute diversity (Appendix S1: Fig. S12). Indirect pathways between restoration treatments and attribute diversity involved vegetation height, plant community composition, biomass of forbs and surface temperature. Generally, direct relationships became stronger with increasing values of $\tau$.

**Community composition**

We found a significant treatment effect on community composition for both taxonomic and functional metrics (Fig. 2, Table 1). This was mainly due to a significantly different community composition in Initial compared to all other treatments (Appendix S1: Table S8). Additionally, Harvest only tended to be between Initial and the other treatments in terms of both taxonomic and functional community composition, and this observation was particularly pronounced for taxonomic community composition. However, none of the three restoration measures was found to be significantly different from Target based on pairwise comparisons (Appendix S1: Table S8).

Structural equation models revealed that the effects of restoration treatments on insect community composition were mediated through different aspects of the plant community, i.e., mainly plant community composition, but also diversity and biomass of forbs (Appendix S1: Fig. S13).

**Trait syndromes**

The RLQ analysis on morphometric traits revealed four clusters of functionally similar species reacting to the restoration measures in concert (Fig. 3). Cluster 1 was particularly associated with Initial and was characterized by long-winged and long-legged species. Cluster 2 was preferably found in Target as well as Topsoil + Propagules and contained thin-bodied insects with short appendages.
but relatively long hind legs. Cluster 3 was strongly related with Harvest only and was characterized by small insect with long antennae and wide eyes. In contrast, cluster 4 was strongly associated with Topsoil and contained very large species with small eyes. Generally, ordination axis 1, which separated Initial and Harvest only (low values) from the other treatments (high values), was most strongly associated with an increase in body volume, as well as a decrease in wing-, leg- and antenna length.

For life-history traits, RLQ analysis resulted in three clusters (Fig. 4). Cluster 1 showed a strong association with Initial and was characterized by phloem-sucking feeding specialists with more than one generation a year. Cluster 2, which was preferably found in Target, Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules, contained insects with a variety of different feeding habits that mostly overwinter in the egg stage, only develop one generation per year and have preference for moist conditions. In contrast, cluster 3, which was strongly associated with Harvest only, consisted of xerophylic species that feed on mesophyll as feeding generalists. These species also tend to overwinter in later developmental stages (see Appendix S1: Table S9 for details). The results of RLQ analyses were consistent with the analyses of community weighted means (Appendix S1: Fig. S16).

**Discussion**

In this study, we investigated how effective different restoration measures were in restoring taxonomic and functional diversity and community of herbivorous insect 22 years after implementation. We expected to find a positive effect of all restoration treatments on all aspects of the insect communities considered, but hypothesized that more invasive restoration measures that include topsoil removal were more successful in restoring the target state. These hypotheses were supported by our results. Herbivorous insect communities sampled in Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules were closer to the target state in terms of both diversity and composition compared to Harvest only, which still differed from Initial. In terms of functional composition, we expected that species with trait characteristics and trait combinations susceptible to land-use intensification could be restored, but again success would depend on the restoration measure implemented. Indeed, we identified distinct trait syndromes characterizing the different treatments, with species having trait combinations that respond particularly negative to land-use intensification being more successfully restored by Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules than by Harvest only.
Success of restoration measures in re-establishing herbivore communities

Taxonomic and functional diversity as well as composition approached the target state for all restoration measures, with more invasive measures involving topsoil removal being more successful in restoring the target state (Harvest only < Topsoil, Topsoil + Propagules). These results are in line with previous studies conducted in agricultural landscapes showing that with extensification (i.e., mowing reduction) insect species diversity can be restored (Nickel and Achtziger 2005, Karg et al. 2015). While these studies focused on local taxonomic richness (α-diversity), we show that restoration measures are particularly valuable for restoring taxonomic diversity at the landscape level (γ-diversity) and are equally successful for rare and dominant species (see diversity profiles). However, for taxonomic α-diversity, only Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules had a positive effect, while Harvest only showed similarly low α-diversity values as observed for Initial. This suggests that more invasive restoration measures are more effective in increasing diversity on the local level, while less invasive measures cause variability among plots and thus increase β-diversity. The response of functional diversity was similar to the one of taxonomic diversity, emphasizing that species and functional diversity were recovered simultaneously. In other words, it indicates that environmental filters imposed by intensive land use are reducing the functional trait space occupied by the insect communities. Structural equation models showed that these environmental filters involved both direct effects of restoration measures on insect diversity as well as indirect effects mediated by the plant community. Direct effects might, for example, involve direct lethal incidents caused by regular mowing (Humbert et al. 2009), which is supported by our findings on trait syndromes with more mobile species being more strongly associated to Initial. Indirect effects through vegetation height and forb biomass might indicate the role of higher habitat and food plant diversity at Target as well as restoration sites (mainly Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules) in supporting a higher taxonomic as well as functional diversity of herbivorous insects. This is supported by previous findings on the important role of the vegetation composition, with higher diversity in habitats being related to higher diversity of grassland arthropods (Stinson and Brown 1983, Gibson et al. 1992, Woodcock et al. 2007).

The large overlap in both taxonomic and functional composition between restoration measures and Target indicates that recovery of diversity also involves recovery of the taxonomic and functional identities of the target state. The patterns found for herbivore community composition strongly
resemble those observed for plant communities in the same system (Resch et al. 2019). Moreover, our results suggest an important role of indirect pathways that link restoration treatments and herbivorous insect community composition through plant community composition. This indicates bottom-up control of the herbivores through the plant community, which has been reported from other restoration studies (Rotchés-Ribalta et al. 2018). As for diversity indices, the restoration measures that involved topsoil removal proved to be more effective in moving the community composition away from Initial and towards Target compared to Harvest only, which further supports our hypothesis that more invasive restoration measures are more effective in restoring the target state. The lower effects of Harvest only compared to the other two restoration measures are probably due to land-use legacies (e.g., soil nutrient content). This supports previous findings that restoration measures in these systems need interventions such as topsoil removal to recover the target state (e.g., Verhagen et al. 2001). In contrast, differences between Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules were found to be small, both for diversity and community composition; a finding that is in accordance with previous studies (Woodcock et al. 2010) and the results for plant and nematode communities at the same sites (Resch et al. 2019). Given that there was no clear difference in plant communities between the topsoil removal treatments and that treatment effects on insect composition were mainly mediated by the plant community, the close resemblance of Topsoil and Topsoil + Propagules insect communities is not surprising. However, there might still be advantages of propagule addition as it might accelerate restoration success especially within the first years after implementation (cf. Woodcock et al. 2012), but this issue was not addressed in this current project. In conclusion, this study is the first to show that positive effects of topsoil removal are not restricted to belowground taxa and plants (Frouz et al. 2009, Resch et al. 2019), but can encompass aboveground invertebrate communities as well.

Effects of restoration measures in restoring trait combinations being sensitive to land-use intensification

Trait combinations, which have previously been found to be particularly sensitive to environmental filters imposed by land-use intensification and were thus hypothesized to change accordingly, responded positive to restoration measures, in line with our third hypothesis. Herbivore species strongly associated to Initial sites were characterized by long wings and legs, indicating high dispersal and disturbance avoidance capabilities, which are advantageous in intensively managed ecosystems.
with regular disturbances, in particular mowing (Ribera et al. 2001, Börschig et al. 2013, Simons et al. 2016, Birkhofer et al. 2017). Disturbance avoidance might also explain that the Harvest only communities were characterized by small-bodied insects that overwinter in later developmental stages, which have previously been shown to be more prevalent under high land-use intensities (Ribera et al. 2001, Börschig et al. 2013, Rader et al. 2014, Simons et al. 2016, Birkhofer et al. 2017). Small body volume as well as overwintering in later developmental stages ensures individuals to reach the adult stage early in the year, which has the advantage of closing the life cycle before the first mowing. Also, they tend to have better developed dispersal abilities earlier in the year, which allows them to escape disturbances. In fact, the first mowing at Harvest only sites took place in late spring to early summer whereas Topsoil, Topsoil + Propagules and Target sites were mowed in late summer or early autumn. At these latter sites, large-bodied herbivores with short legs and short antennae that produce one generation per year and overwinter in the egg stage were dominant. These are traits of species susceptible to regular and early-year disturbances, such as in Harvest only, because they could not complete their development. The short antennae indicate reduced tactile orientation ability, which might be needed less in open habitats that are potentially more prevalent in the restored sites.

Interestingly, we did not find species in the restoration measures and Target to be more specialized in their food choice than those associated to Initial, although previous studies showed lower amounts of feeding specialists with increasing land-use intensity (e.g., Rader et al. 2014, Simons et al. 2016). This phenomenon can be explained by a change of host specialists. While in Target and restoration sites many species specialized on particular forbs occurring, we found a high proportion of Auchenorrhyncha specialized on Poaceae being associated to Initial sites, which contained higher proportions of Poaceae (mean cover of 49.8%) compared to the other treatments (18.4 – 33.5%).

In sum, restoration measures, in particular those involving topsoil removal, were successful in promoting species with traits that are disadvantageous at high land-use intensities. This has, to our knowledge, rarely been shown for aboveground invertebrates (Verhagen et al. 2008). The fact that we did not find a difference in dispersal ability between Topsoil, Topsoil + Propagules and Target shows that 22 years after restoration, potential dispersal filters, which might hamper restoration (e.g., Öckinger et al. 2018), were successfully overcome.
CONCLUSIONS
This study shows that 22 years after restoration of intensively managed grasslands, insect herbivore communities were successfully restored, in particular by measures involving topsoil removal. At the same time, adding plant propagules to sites where topsoil was removed did not have much of an additional impact on herbivore communities. The close resemblance of community composition patterns found for plants and herbivore insects and the finding of strong indirect pathways on herbivores via changes in plant communities indicate bottom-up controls of the herbivore communities. This suggests that also for herbivore insects, removal of the topsoil layer and the nutrients contained therein is crucial for the long-term success of semi-natural grassland restoration. For a management perspective, we recommend that restoration of semi-natural grasslands on formerly intensively managed grassland should involve topsoil removal to be most effective in restoring multi-trophic communities in general and the functional and taxonomic composition of insect herbivore communities in particular. At which spatial scale (smaller patches as source populations and stepping stones vs. large-scale application) these measures should or can be applied for successful restoration of a particular landscape might depend on the landscape configuration as well as on ecological-economic trade-offs and needs to be evaluated by future studies.
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**Tables**

**Table 1.** Permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PerMANOVA) on dissimilarities in community composition, analyzed for the differences between the five treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dissimilarity</th>
<th>$F_{4, 50}$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taxonomic</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphometric</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life history</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Taxonomic dissimilarity are Bray-Curtis distances, morphometric and life-history dissimilarities are based on functional distances determined by the trait probability density framework. Results are based on 999 permutations.
**Figure Legends**

**Fig. 1.** Diversity profiles of attribute $\gamma$-diversity for different threshold distinctiveness levels ($\tau$) and different trait data sets (morphometric, life-history) for each of the five treatments (indicated by different line colors). Each plot shows the attribute diversity along increasing levels of order $q$, reflecting increasing weighting of common species ($q = 0$ corresponds to richness). The threshold distinctiveness level $\tau$ varies between $d_{\text{min}}$ (attribute diversity corresponds to taxonomic diversity, except species pairs with exactly the same traits, which are counted as one species), $d_{\text{mean}}$ (dissimilarity values greater than the mean pairwise dissimilarity value $d_{\text{mean}}$ are truncated), and $d_{\text{max}}$ (pairwise functional dissimilarities are not truncated and thus considered along the whole range of functional dissimilarity values). The uncertainty is calculated based on 50 bootstraps.

**Fig. 2.** Biplots of the first two axes from principal coordinate analyses (PCoA) for different sets of pairwise dissimilarities between herbivorous insect communities. Each point represents a community, colors and shapes denote the five treatments. The enclosing shapes are convex hulls. Taxonomic dissimilarities are Bray-Curtis distances calculated from species abundances, whereas functional dissimilarities for morphometric and life-history traits were calculated based on the trait probability density (TPD) framework.

**Fig. 3.** RLQ analysis for morphometric traits. Left: Ordination biplot with each point representing a species. The colors refer to the four clusters, which were derived from hierarchical cluster analysis. The cluster ellipses were calculated based on a multivariate normal distribution with a confidence level of 0.66. Arrows were rescaled for illustration purposes and show both strength and direction of treatment effects (I: Initial; H: Harvest only; Ts: Topsoil; TsP: Topsoil + Propagules; T: Target). Right: Scaled trait values for the four clusters for all eight morphometric traits. Significant differences (Anova, Tukey-HSD) in trait values between clusters are indicated with letters.

**Fig. 4.** RLQ analysis for life-history traits. Left: Ordination biplot with each point representing a species. The colors refer to the three clusters, which were derived from hierarchical cluster analysis. The cluster ellipses were calculated based on a multivariate normal distribution with a confidence level of 0.66. Arrows were rescaled for illustration purposes and show both strength and direction of treatment effects (I: Initial; H: Harvest only; Ts: Topsoil; TsP: Topsoil + Propagules; T: Target). Right: For discrete traits, the graphs show the distribution of trait values within each cluster. Feeding
specialization (m: monophagous; o: oligophagous; p: polyphagous), feeding tissue (c: chewers, x: xylem, p: phloem, m: mesophyll, m-p/r: mesophyll as well as phloem and/or reproductive organs; r: reproductive organs; se: ripe seeds), hibernation stage (e: egg; e/n: egg and nymph; n: nymph; a: adult) and number of generations per year are shown. For continuous traits (moisture preference, moisture range) the boxplots show the scaled trait values for the three clusters. The y-axis for moisture preference denotes the underlying moisture preference classification (x: xerophilous; m: mesohygrophilous; g: hygrophilous; brackets denote transition states). Moisture range indicates the specialization for a certain habitat moisture, with high values indicating moisture generalists. Significant differences in trait values between clusters are indicated with letters (Anova with Tukey-HSD for continuous trait values, pairwise Chi-squared tests for discrete trait values).
\[ \tau = d_{\text{min}} \]

\[ \tau = d_{\text{mean}} \]

\[ \tau = d_{\text{max}} \]
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